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An Analysis of the Federal Role in.

Instiialinal Technology in the Era

of the New Federalism *

Joseph M. Scandura. Ph.D-

s analy'is is to determine how the federalTheprimary aim Of

governmeht might best !Tote excellence in education via

technology. More specifiCally, the purposes of this inquiry are

threefold: 1) to identifY.strengths and weaknesses of instructional

4

instructional ,

technology'during the 1980's. 2) to rndicate hog technology might aid the

teaching and learning process and 3) to determine how the'federal

government might best assist states and localities iniutilizing technology

totmprove.educational achievement. In the latter regard, a reassessment

of the roles and responsibilities of federal, state4and0locil governments,

of business and of.parents seems imperative.

Any such snail/his will necessarily depend'hdaidly to the ways in
e

which "educational technologle! and "the new federalism" are deffhed.'.We

begin, therefore, by defining these terms.
\',

Educational technology connotes different things to different people.
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lb some it refers to the use of technology in the eduCatiamal-process.

- This interpretation, not surprisingly is favored by those charged most

directly with the delivery df instruction: administrators. teachers.

audidece specialists. computer specialists. etc. To others, the term

"educational technology" refers primarily to the principles and techniques

used.in designing instrUctional systems. The resulting-systems frequently

but not necessarily are intended for delivery via technology. Not

surprisingly, the latter interpretaticn tends to be preferred by those

associated with academic and research environnents: universities.

research 'laboratories and centers, and even centralized instructional

development centers associated larger schoolt districtsiand stated.

Those R&D specialists who are most directly involve:pin-instructional

systems develoPmenCtend to emphasize relatively familiar educational

design procedures such as behavioral objectives, criterion referenced

testing. and task analysis. Correspondingly, academic leaders in the

field tend to place more emphasis on basic instructional theory and design

techniques derived therefrom (e.g., Gagne &triggs, 1974; Scandura, l977),

In this analysis, "educational technology" refers to both

instructional theory and design and the use'of technology,in the delivery

of instruction.

For.several decades, beginning with the 1960's: the federal

government has cane to play an increasing role.in education. Initially,

funds provided for research at'universitiewand later for innovation in

.schools came relatively free of explicit federal controls. Gradually,

regulation and direction came to be increafingly centralized so that. by
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ge proportion of funds were being used explicitly to

means, of education. By 1980,,the federal role in

'education was sufficiently pervasitw as to greatly ,restrict and often

control the activities of states and local governments. This progressive

loss of self ticclfreclUently made itdifficult to achieve local

ends and, in'many cases. angered parfhts'who feltthat their role was

being usurped by a large bureauciaoy over, which they have ,no.effectiVe

control.

In the present context, the "new federalism" refers to the return of

educational responsibilities from the fede al leie17 to the state,and.local

governments. Indirectly, it also refers to the reasiignment.of

I
educational roles among government. private enterprise awl independent

agencies. and students' parents so as to more efficiently. effectiffely and

responsibly promote excellence-in education. Special attention is giJen

to the role the federal government should play in promoting instructional

, technology.

The. remainder'of the analysis build$ on these definitions and

preliminary observations:

I. Early Developments in InstructiOnal ign

II. A Brief 1istory of Federal SuFport'for Educational

Research and its Consequences

. Instructional Technology: Current! Strengths and Weaknesses

IV. Using)Instructional Systems Design in CBI Development

V The Use- of Technology in Instruction

VI. Conclusions and Itecannenc3ations
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I. EARLY.WELORMERPS IN INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND CBI

Much was heard airing the late 1950's and early 1960'.s about the

science.of learning and the technology of,teaching (C.r.4 Melton et. al.,

1959)-. Early realizaticmsf'of,educationai technology (e.g., involving

programmed learning and teaching machines) were frequently based directly

an existent learning theories of the day.,

Skinnerians, for example, sought to lonvince us that .schedules of

reinforcement, shmeto work so successfully With pigeons-an&lower.
,

mammals, would almost certainly save the' day -for human edUclation as

Many educators rightly-saw the folly of this approach bOtl.had very little
. -,4"

substantive scientific information oniihich to baSe their objections. .111e

alt#rnative idea of-instructional "blanching" was advanced
\

by individuals

like:Robert Crowder (e.g.,.1959), for,example,.ba little other than
*

intuition was advanced asa basis for such branching.

Early Developments in.CompUterl-Based Instruction.-- This was the

milieu into which ccuputer=based instruction (CBI).was introduced in'the

1960's by Supped and his colleagues at Stanford and Stolurow at

Illinois). At that time many were predicting that CBI would revolutionize

eddcaticn, changing radically and permanently the means by which education

would be delivered to the mass of our youth.; Alas, the predicted
-

t revolution did not take place that time for three major reasons.

1) The costs for hardware and for software development during this

early period were prohibitive. Still many desnonstraticns and some':

implimentations of CBI systems were developed at several maiae t.
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,upiversities in the military and in a few large corporations. All of

the etforts, however, were heavily dependent.on federal funds% The

Plat

mill

.4 *-

system at the University of Illinois; for exampleiutilized many
0 0 .

ons of federal dollarS; Plato has had limited ccamercial,succesi.

desp te these f

date unprofitable

afou-900.million
*N.

al subsidies and, subsequently, a qecadelong and tb
a '

stm&lt by the Control Data Coiporatibn reportedly of

"
ars._ Plato's development his been air unlikelydo

-, . r
io'imade. possible largely:bythe strong

t
, . ' ' .1.,..

hie operating officer'-.Of that, Corioratien.
,

:-
The.' 2) The second major problem during this early period was reliability.

, ,

The/ delivery of:p3I wis'totally and capriciously dependent on the
.,,, . . .

.effective functioning of large Centralized COmputerb. All4toolreguentiil,

these coMputers Were down for maintainance or repairs, making it 'difficult
_

,

. , , -i.
,

.

. .

' and sometimes imposSible'tomaintain a smoothly functioning instructional
S.

'14'

.
continued support of the

program.

,3) Perhaps most important, to little was known. about ,how to design

effective instructionespecially instruction which by its nature is

..highly dynamic and interactive. At

considered ,primarily an arr- form to

hurnan' practitioners.

that time, interactive instruction was

'be'mastere0 only in varying degrees by

Gradually,tbings be6an to change. The 1960'sand-1970'eLsaw .

considerable groWth4in instructional systemd design. Increasingly, it

becime'possibleto design instructional systems by systematic means a
.L,

manner not unlike the way, an engineer might plan a bridgerfor
4

example: %

WidespreadruAe of the term "OdUcationa ,engineering" in this context no
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accident. Then, beginning in 'the mid 19701, sma1177low cost, and ,
,

. !

reliable .microcarputeis were introduced: TOday,i- barely seven years later,

,

microcomputers constitute' a multibillion-dollar industry. .Although
.....,

.
. ,

f.educational uses have lagged behind those in recreation and business,

Widespread impact of,ponpute in education seems'assured.

4^

"OF

t.

A

4
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II. A, BRIEF .HISTORY OF FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR EDUCATIONAL

RESEARCH AND ITS CONSEQUENCES ' 2,

Sputnik broUght about a vastly increased'concern for improVi gh

scientific education ih the late 1950's. Initially these concerns were

centered on mathetatics anb the physical sciences. In a few years this

concern sprdad to all sciences and later to.education generally.

Moreover, by the early mid 1960's it became increasingly recbgnized that

little was known about the educational process. It was at that time, for

example, that the theories of Piaget and their' otential applicability to:

education were first "rediscovered"--as it turns out 40 years aftes-those

theories were first annunciated. Consegudntly, federal support for

scientific investigation in education increased at a phenomenal rate.

Although there were notable exceptions, most research supported under the

.old Cooperative. Education Research Act was concerned with such easily

measured variables such as class size, method of instruction (e.g.,

discovery versus expository) and user of ccuputer-assisted instruction
`,14.1,

versus non7uselTV, etc.

From this early research and 4t the risk of slight

oversimplificatiani only two major and reliable results emerged (both with

precursors in the past): 1) students learn what they spend time doing
, .

(i.e., what they are taught) and 2) the methods and media used to teach

content does not matter Much as long,as it is taught well: CBI, for

example, is neither good nor badn and of itself.. The results of such

instruction depend on what is beingconmunicated and the mete with which
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is done.

Flush with funds, a number .of initiatives can be traced from this

t
y period: 1) a competitively awarded research. contracts program, 2)

educational research centers and, later, ;laboratories and 3) Title-Iand

Title III programs aimed directly at the practice of education. 'A

substantial portion of these funds was used' to' support educational

'technology. However, most of the money later was increasingly

concentrated at'a few centers and in some cases was used to subtidize
. .

.

commercially infeasible efforts in computer-based instruction.
O

In many.ways the most productive programs during this period were the

small contracts and basic research programs.at the Department of

Education, including those administered withcollabortion of theittional

Academy of Sciences. At this time during the 1960's a considerable amount

of innovative research was begun, much of it breaking necessary ground for

the contemporary developments of today.

Although not so intended, establishment of the National Institute-of

Education OM) d;ring the early 1970's, led to the near demise of federal

support` for serious educational research.by indek:endent investigators.
.

the late 1970's-only about 4% of NIE's funds were being awarded on a

competitive basis (e.g., Farley, 1980;sPage, 1980) A disproportionate

percenyage of available support was (and is) being awarded by

congressional mandate on a preferential basis to the various labs and

centers, irrespective of the quality of contribution.

By

In this austere environment,, the limited grant competitions that were

held during this period were largely. counterproductive.- As few as one or
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'two of literally hundreds of unsolici a proposals were funded annually

with the costs of proposal writing a e far exceeding the support.

=4 provided fOr actual research. Under these circumstances. it would have

been far better not to hold the titian at all.
'11

4

Consequences of thia Federal tervention. TWo develoRments which

redblted from, Office of Education d NIE sponsored research and

Adevelopmentduring the 1970's are particidarly relevant to this analysis.
g4

,First, most support for educational research during this period. Was.'

concentrated at a small number of preferentially funded research centers
. -.

and laboratories. Indeed. the presence of center and laboratory)

associated pagnnel on many research review panels diming this period not

only all the centers to Obtain funds on a noncompetitive basis but in

' large measure to determine their own competition. As one colleague has

put it, (federal) government funding patterns beginning in. the early L

1970's have often had the'effeLit of "watering the weeds."

46,

Even more ominous has been the omnipresent political influence of the

-labsiand centers. According to a recent past president

American Educational Research Association (AERA) (Prole,

personal canmunicabion), the lab /enter consdrtium "packed the Executive

of the. influential

ssor Ellis B. Page,

Council of the. AMA and then acted as a bloc to. 'recommend

(continued commitment) to the existing labs and centers." Failing this e

attempt, these groups', in concert with political allies, have apparently

succeeded in ousting NIE leaders. and councilrmembers

introdUce open competition in research funding. TheSe gross currently

. are maintaining intense pressure to ensure continued lab and center

have attempted' to

dominance.

4

,
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A'becond major. development.of concern involved the efficacy-of large

scale Curriculum development efforts supported by the Office of Education

during ithe 1960's and1970'se. Much of this research had tapered Off by

\,
the mid-late 1970's, so it is instructive to consider-the extent to which '

thoSe development efforts actually impacted on the'educational'system.,

Perhaps the best publicized'early,effort in this regard was the

individually jorescibed instruction (IPI) project conducted,by the

Learning Resea,rch and Development Center at the 'University of Pittsburg.

a

This effort was a hastily contrived attempt to impose an'incomplete

behavioral philosophy on the actual operation of a school. Early on the

IPI curriculum consisted of cutting and pasting curriculum materialsfrom

a variety of commercial sources. Later, with.considerable federal-'

support, these materials were refined and teSted at several levels both bjt

the Center in Pittsburg and, by the Research for Better Schools Laboratory

in Philadelphia.

1
One might expectthat the results of such an effort would have been

quickly ddopted by schOOld and/or commercial publishers. As it turned

out, with a few inconseliuential exceptions,. very little of this curriculum

material was thought to have,cortmercial value and simply never nade'it to

either the market place or to schools.

In retrospect, it would have been tar'better to have used support

allocated fot OBI and curriculum development for the development and
)

,testing of a broader range of prototypes. Such an approach would have

yielded far more useful information at proportionately.less cost. The IPI

illustration is reMiniscent of gbvernmental support of Langely to the

exclusion of the *ight brothers and Illustrates the folly of
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.overenFbasAing one or another approach at-the'expenab of competing ideas,

iheaame mcney would have been spent supporting develo t of
e

It a-variety of compting options
/

market lacy co d have ly, selecte

' Similar paanents can be Made regard].

rcial -developqs and the

the quality-of theresearch

spanating from many of the labs and centers. Generally, the quality of
T

that research hs been spoq'y

a repdat being published in

with an Often ercbrrassingly low pkoportIcp

repUtable and referreed scientific fournalsi,

te . .

unicatian)':- Indeed..- it-is hard to pinpoint.

one
3
new idea(that was initiated pr ily, by(lab4and center personnel

as it was put by Prof ssOr Novak of Cornell Universityi(personal

Telnyson;operszni9,--15*in

ccumunl.caticn), "I cannot think of a'singl?e significant contribution that

has come out of all of the suppori for NIE Centers and-Laboratories. (many

of .,whom are still Mired in S-R behaviorisml."

Th.il "better" labs and centers, however,have Sometimes been quick to

capitalize on research, and' ideas dyeloped by others. Among these ideal

are task analysis (e.g.. Gagne, 1962). the development of items forms in
A --..:

criterion referenced testing (initially developed by Hively et al, 19681)-Ar

;ndciognikive learning and performance (e.g.. Scanduia. 19714Am-ell and

Simon, 1972).

Increasingly during the 1970's and 1980's. as justification for

fOture federal ,support, some purportedinnovative problems have been
*`

proposed. for study, In re"c nt wears. the stddy of cognitive learning. as

opposed to performance, and the application of cognitive theoi.:y to

instructun fall in this, category (e.g..-Resnick,:1981). The imaicatidn

of such proposals has been that they are new, challenging. unsolved .

11

.r

eh.
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problems for the-future. In fact;there'is a large body of research in

both areas.canducted by independent researchers both in this country and

abroad (e.g., Landa, 1974; Novak. 1966; Pask.,1975; ScandUra. 1971, 1973,

1976,,1977) which has been largely unteferenced although apparently used

as asource of4.4deas in lab and center reports (e.g.. seencandura 1977a;

1977b. Chapter 15; 1980).

An, even more recent example of this sort appeared in the APA Monitor

to the effect that "the most significant (recent) advance in (cognitive

science) is the capability to analyze the cognitive requirements needed t

'complete complex tasks" (April, 1983, p. 8). This analyst, having been

actively involved in such work while the individual quoted was still

studying S-R paired - associate learning.'cannot hap but find such

statements both amusing and incomprehensible.

Needless to say, federal support for secondary efforts of this sort

is indefensible in these days of highly restricted budgets. especially

under the preferentially biased subsidies provided for lab and center

'activities.

The problem has been put succintly by Robert Tennyson of the

University of Minnesota (personal_communication). "Without a pipeline to

Washington (e.g.. in terms of former students or colleagues in the

bureaucracy) there.is little chance of funding." He further postulates "a

direct zortelaticn between the number of forMer students in an agency anc

the am uont of funding received." One might add that it is doubtful that

the preferentially funded labs and centers could have maintained

themselves an ..merit were it not for strong political' support..

13
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III. DEIRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY: CURRENT. STREMPEIS AND illEPOZWES
0 4.6 J

Any consideration'of current strengths and weaknesses in

instructional technology mist distinguish between what is currently known
.

about instructional, technology as a methodology (i.e., the strengths and

weaknesses of current design and developRent methodologies) and the,

current state' of educational technology in the sense of the use of ,

technology for-learning and instructional purposes.
7';

Theory and Technique. -- Among those whoelieve that instruction may.

be viewed at least partly as a science or technology, ratherMuuvjust an

art.(e.g., Bork, Mager, Popham, Gage, Gagne, GlaSer, Janda, Merrill,Jask,'

Reigeluth, Scandura 'and. Tennyson), it'is generally believed:that

instructionalj'design involves sbecifying: (1) the goals or objecties of

instruction in beha4ioral terms (i.e.', in terms of what the learner is to

be able to do after learning), (2) which of the specified objectivesthe

learner has and has not, met prior to instruction and (3) techniques4or

assisting the learner to move from where he or she is toward the specified

goals.

Unquestionably, the moet'widely used technique for specifying

instructional goals involves behavioral objectives (e.g., Mager, 1968).

Although variations exist, behavioral objectives essentially involve

specifying educational goals in terms of observables.

It also is widely recognized that criterion referenced testing
a

provides a sounder basis for planning instruction than does normative

testing. In the latter, students are tested on broad samplfh§g of tasks

4

1'

ti

".te.
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fran:at best vaguely defined damains (of tasks). 'Ads approach -to testing-
,

is useful for comparing the generalized achievement levels ot students

(hence its widespread use in standardized testing). In general, however,

normative testing does not pinpoint what individual students do and.do not

know in a way that lends itself"to instructional. decision makin9e.

Instructional purposes are better served via criterion referenced testing

because student capabilities are judged relative to predetermined

spandards (i.e., the goals of instruction).

Although most instructional designers believe that the above 14-
.

techniques can play an important role in developing instructional systems,,

there tends to be less agreement asto the sufficiency of these techniques

.orsas to instructional methods. In'general, the'designer'S perspective

depends neavily on the role which cognitive processes, rather than just

observable behavior, are assumed to play. At one extreme, are those

committedto purely peripheral explanation, prediction, and behavioral

control. In this camp, for exarkae, are-those who espouse such well known

Skinnerian techniques as shaping (i.e., reinforcing student responses

)-.

which tend toward desired goals) , fading (providing progressively fewere
o

clues as to what the learner is to do as learning progresses), and

schedules of reinforcement.' %bile the validity of these-tethiiicideeThas

been demonstrated repeatedly in animal experimentation, most contemporary

instructional designers recognize that much more is required.for effective

instruction. Schedules of reinforcement, for example, have more to do

with motivation than learning per se (e.g., Scandura, 1973).

Recognition of the importance of task structure in designing human

15
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instruction led to the developmeht of task.analysis in. postwar .ears

}(e.g., Gagne, 1962). In task analysis,.the.critetion tasks_ (sPeciti,ed

1-operationally in observable terms) constitute only a, beginning. By

repeatedly asking the question of what the learner lust be. able to do in

order to do what'is desired the analyst constructs a hierarchy of tasks

to be mastered with the criterion task at the apex.' Those tasks

-immediately below are assumed to be necessary prerequisites for the former

in the sense that they must be mastered before the criterion can b6

(mastered). Similarly, tasks below the prerequisites must be mastereq

before the prerequisites can -- and so on. At the, bottom of the hierarchy
7

are tasks tnat are so simple that they can be assumed available to.

everyone (in the targeted student population).

With the emergence of cognitive thinking during the late 1960's and

early 1970's, two major limitations of behavioral objectives became

apparent Scandura, 1971). Fink, specifying behavioral objectives.

leaves unanswered the question of what (e.g., cognitive processes) must be

learned in order to perform as desired. Knowing-how an objective is to be

achieved is not jud'an idle concern beCaube any educational objective can

be achieved in any number of ways. Thus, one can solve verbal problems in

arithmetic, prove mathematical theorems or construct a paragraph by any

number of methods. Moreover,.even where each method achievei the same
)(/

educational objective, the long term value of particular methods (e.g., 44"

for subsequent learning) may differ dramatically. As a simple example,

consider two students, one of whom has learned to pronounce words.by "look

ana say" methods and one who has mastered phonetic analysis : The latter
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student would be far. more likely to figure out fot him or'herself how to

./
pronounce a new word than would, the former.

The second major limitation is that behavioral objectives would not

be,sufficient,-- even if one were to specify the corresponding cognitive a

Orme/ As stated by Scandura (1971)

"Because the chatacterizing (processes) are
discrete, they can not account for behavior which goes
beyond the given oorpus,,except in the most trivial"
sense. foe-rftample,,suppose the characterization only
included (processes) for adding, subtracting,
nultipaying and dividing. In this case, the student
would be unable to even generate the addition fact
(e.g., 5 + 4 = 9) corresponding' to a given subtraction
fact (e.g., 9 4 = 5), although one might reasonably
expect this type of behavior from a person who was
well versed in arithmetic.. One might counter, of
course, thot,4p would be a small thing to simply add a
new objectiiiifOr process to the original list (which
relates the. original ones)... Indeed, this is
precisely the sort of teply one might expect from a
person of the operational objectives persuasion. Men.
confronted with the criticism that their objectives do
not constitute a curriculum, they would
simply say we can add more objectives.

"Ille trouble with this sort of argument is that
it misses the point entirely.' Not only would such an
approach'be ad hoc ... but it would be ccupaetely
Infeasible where one is striving. for completeness.
..It is sufficient to note that a new (process) would
have to be introduced.for every comayable
interrelationship and that the number of such
intettblatjonshipe is definitely large..:"

To allOw for the unexpectedp.e., to provide for the_possiblity of

building creativity into instruction), Scandura (e.g., 1971) introduced

the idea of higher-order rules. Higher-order rules may be thougtit of as

generalized strategies, together with networks of interrelated knowledge

structures by which new knowledge (i.e., new rules) may beJderived as

. 17
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needed. Thus, for example, even if the creative studerithab hot been

taught explicitly how to solve a gi.Ven class of problems, the possibility

exists that he or she may have learned general strategies

higher=order rules) which allow one to derive solutien methods *here

needed. Various kinds of'higher7order rules have been demonstrated to be

valid for this purpose; ranging from creation by analogy, to combining

knowri inforMation, to automating existing knowledge (as.is necessary in

achieving highly Skilled performance). For'present purposes, it is

sufficient to. simply note thatmany suchrhigher-;order capabilities exist

Cana may be learned to good effect.
v.

q
'111LIse ana other advances in cognitiVe representation have led to

increasing recognition that traditional task analysis ptEse is not in

itself sufficient for puiPOses ofinstructional design. It is not

sufficient to bimply identify prerequisite-tasks. For one thing, methods

are needed to identify the-cognitive processes knowledge structures

and processes) underlying. such tasks. r t1 purpose, various methoas

of cognitive task analysis hive been ilnt educed independently by a number

of investigators (e.g.,11.. F. Merrill, 1982i PaSk, 1978 and

Scanaura,1971)" The methods introduCedby Pask and ScindUra explicitly

--tiiiiidefoithe-:1664fiaifidi:Orhigher,-Order processei

Work on these problems has comikAued throughout the 1970's and.is

still underway. tine' has yet developed a method of cognitive taisicii,

0,

analysis which both leads to behaviorally precise cognitive

representations and is completely general, systematic and objectivev,
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4 e.
however, the method.'Ofstructual analysis (e.g., Scandura, 1982,, 1983)

,..appears to go Dirthet, in this direction`than others.
4,

Although cognitiVe learning is highly relevant to instuctional

design, disCussion:of this topic herd would take us too far, field. It is

sufficient for present purposes to simply point out"that introducing

higher-Order rules into cognitive representations (in luding structures on
1

which they operate), together with a general purpo contrcl mechanism

which has been shown to be universally available to school" age children,
. A .

provides a highly efficient Ind generalized means for explaining,

predicting and, within the limits of behavioral science, enhancing

cognitive learning (e.g., see Scandura, 1971, 1973, 1974, 1977). Pask

(1975) also has developed an approach to explaining cognitive learning,

albeit one based on different although potentially compatible principles.

These advances in cognition have Providedlmore exacting (i.e.,

,

precise and reliable) bases fir criterion referenced testing. Except' when

testing with respect to the simplest behavioral objectives (e.g., being

able to state the capital of Virginia), the test item associated with any

given criterion (e.g., the ability to addnumbers) are not necessarily

Djuivalent. In general, students will perform` successfully on some of the

iteme but not.others. The question arises, therefore, as.to what kinds of

-test items art'hotin:;ny are needed foyny givencriterion.

Two basic approaches to this problem arose independently and more or

less simultaneously in the late 1960's and early 1970's (e.g., Hively1

Paterson & Page, 1968; Landa, 1974; Scandura', 1971; burnin &Scandura,

1973). Hively et al (1968), for example, introduced the notion of item
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,

fotms. The item forms associated with any'given criterion (in-_criterion

referenced testing) are .essentially categories based on the visible%forMs

1 .

tick'of assoc iated.test itgire,(e.g44, as to whether subtraCtion problem involve .

one, tW6'or.three digit numbers). This meOthd7proved.usefUl in some cases

in, partitioning items into categories which were'relativly:hancgehiousi

in the sense that students tended to be either uniformally successful or

dhitorma.ay unsuccessful on items in any given category. Where such

homogeneity was achieved, criterion referenced tests could be constructed

by simply sampling one or more items from'each category (associated with

the corresponding criterion referenced objective).

Despite their potential utility, the basis for such categorization

(via item forms) remained obscure and the od itself seemed to work
3

better with some kinds of content (criteria) than others. In contrast,

the methods proposed by Landa (1974) and Scandura (1971,1973) are based

more directly on cognitive processes.* Items associated with a,given

criterion are partitioned into equivalent categories based on the actual

processes required for solving them. This approach to categorization'

yielded a method which was at once both more precise and-pore-generally

applicable (than in the case of item forms).

\

*Whereas the me6Ods proposed by Landa and Scandura can be
shown to belnathematically-equivalent (e.g., Chang & Lee,
1977),Manda ngs mo4e immediately cancer ed wiTth a lications
while Scanduratvies lorimarily concerned
theoretical implications.

fr

2g
ev
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4_,Aandura and his associates (e.g., Eurnin & Scandura, 1973; Scandura,

1973, 1977; Scandur, Cumin, Ehrenprise & Wulfeck, 1977) fur
.

it demcmstrated:that the categories of items associated with a.wide variety. ."

r

of,criterion referenced tasks were.Dot'only highly homogenious but that

they were hierarchically related. This latter result provided a basis for"

highly efficient sequential testing. Not.onlY'could one restrict testing

to,as few as one item per category but one could infer success or failure
. .

an untested categories on the basis of the prescribed hierarchical

relationships among categories. Thus, as with traditional task analysis,

success on one category (task) would imply success on all prerequisite.

Categories (tasks), while failure would imply failure for all

surierordinate categories-(basks).

ThroUgh the use of suchinferencing it often is possible to assess

relatively complex capabilitiei with as few as two or three carefully

choosen test items. Indeed, there is reason to believe that the.

infereikingTotential inherent in such a scheme effectively systematizes

am is on apef with what skillful diagnosticians (i.e., teachers)

frequently do informally in the classroom.,

Test9g.w,th respect tovunderiying processes has, been shown' to have

--'-additiomal advantage of providing an explicit basis for 'instruction

(e.g.' Durnin & Scandura, 1973). BJause particular categories of.iieys

are associated with particular cognitive processes, it is possible to

inter with considerable precision which cognitive processes are known and

which are not.. This information, together with prespecifit4Lrelationships

21
11
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among the various processes, provides a precise basis both for determining

what any given student needs to learn and the Qrder in which it might, best

21'

be taught: .

Many of the ideas inherentin,peabove
were:adopted either formally.

or otherwise in other areas of behavioral science, areasirangilag frOm

assessing stages of child development (e.g., Seigler, 1979;yulfeck 1979)

to the systematic detection of inadequacies in cogibive processes .(called

*bugs") by means of ccaputer (e.g., Brown\& Burton, 1978). Recently,

Scandura (1981) has described how the more basiC of these ideas might be

implemented -in a contemporary microcarcuter environment. In the process);

The described a general purpose developognt system of this sort for

creating commercially viable software (e.g., ScandUra, 19810%

In earlier more basic research, Scandura (1977) had shown how similar

ideas could be extended to ,artitrarilakcomplex domains of tasks, igrolving

tt.indeterminately-large numbers of different educational objec%ives; 'In

brier, this was acccaplished by introdUCingandtesling with respect to

dets.of underlying rules; including higher-order rules. With the
exception or- a few advanced.prototype developments je.g., Wulfeck &

Scandura, 1977), however, very little has yet been done to capitalize. on

these ideas in more applied aspects of educational. technology...,

Zb summarize, analysis of the available literature; and of major

\presentations at`national and international symposidns,rleads'this
w.

to.the ccnclusion that a considerable amount, of information has teen

accumulated which would be especially usefyt the design of-,ihstruction

for delivery, by computer.'

22 %
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One should not infer, however, that everyone agrees we know as much

-
.,. as suggestedaaboiX.how to. design instructien. As recently as 1983, fOr-

. -

= *ample, researchers at some of the more influential N.I.E. supportedR &

D centers have propoqzd that one of the major challenges of the.80's will '

be to deteimine has we can makeuse in designing instidcticn of what has

been leained! in cognitive psychology (e.g.. see Resnick. 1961; Cordes.

1983). Similar proposals have been madewith regard to the need to study ,)

-9ognitive learnineatbring the 1980's. These calls for. "new" research

apparently stem from the facts that computer-simulation studies in

cognitive science diming the 1960's and 1970's were almost exclusively

concerned w th cognitive."performance" and not "learning" (e.g.'. Newell &
,

Simon, 1972) and that the individuals responsible either were not aware of

earlier research on cognitive learning (e.g.,'Ausubel,

Scanddra, 1971, 1974) or, for whatever reason. did not

relevance. Given this limited perspective, it is easyto see why they

1968; iask. 1975;

recognize its

might think of cognitive learning as a new problem.

If nothing else, these illustrations show clearly how governmental

suport of only one line of basic research in an area over a period of

time in this case for over a decade) an lead, to a "watering of the,

weeds" so to speak. Without serious competition in research, as in other

walks,of life, the country's knowledge lifeline suffers problems not

unlike those attributable to other monopolies.

23
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Developing effective-and efficient camputer ,.aserijnOtruction is riot

an easy or inexpepsive task. At a minimum, it requires:- considerable

knowledge of computers, or at least knowledgof how to programi intimate

familiarity with the subject matter involved; and,methods for presenting

the subject matter ih ways that promote learning.

-
To aid the process, considerable attention durinthe 1960's'

given, to the development of CBI -type programing languages such as,,

COURtENTITER, TUTDR, PILOT, :etc. These languages are relatimely 'easy to
4

learn and have been designed to facilitate the selectionUd presenbatti

of course and test materials. While designed tobe general purpose and

easy to learn, the available languages are nonetheless, better suited to

CBI development in some areas than in others., Moreover, the author is not

only free but obliged to specify-Aest(ind instructional sequenCes; most
I?

CBI programming languages provide little guidance in this respect. 'In

effect, although high level CBI programming,lariguages facilitate CBI

authoring, the process still required considerable familiarity with

computer programing, with subject m atter and with instructional design--a
. ,

coMbination of knowledge and skills not easy to'find,in.any one
)

inadvidUal. This fact almost certainly'has led as much as anteing to the

!Eleven qualify of current CBI systems. a

To helpLatelioraie.the prbblem, a growing number of CBI specialisbs

have argued in favor of. developing authoring systems' in combfhition with

I-

24
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- general purpose-"drivers" (e.g.,. kandura. 19 1; Tennyson,1981).
.

.. .;--
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Authoring systems allow authors to Create course material using the

English language and easily.learned'codes. This material is usually

entered into authoring systems in response to specific promps and is

'automatically coded. The driver program, in turn. operates on the code-9

material (as data), presenting it in a predetermined. but potentially,

canditional, sevence determined ty.the driver and the student inputs

(e.g. student responses to questiOns). L

/n order for author/driver systems to function properly, various

restrictions must be placed on the fotmof the course material. This is

necessary, for example, to insure that the driver is able to locate the

right information at the right time. These restrictions typically limit

either the variety of subject matter that can be implemented successfully

'and/or the instuctional effectiveness of the impaementatico. Thus, for

example, while most subject matter can. be "forced" into a given format the

resulting instruction may be less than optimal.

In' spite, of thepreviously cited advances( few comMercially,availab e

authoring systems make serious use of current knowledge concerning'

cognitive processes and/or instructional theory--knowledge that is

increasingly available to the instructional design community but which has
'-

not yet be widely used in CBI development. ,(The Rule-Exampae_oriented-,

authoring system used in the TICCIT CEIreffort was an early: attempt to

move in this direction.)

Indeed. it,is well beyond the,commerically viable'"stAe of the art"
40

to'ccntempaate at this time the development of cognitively-based
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_generative authoring systems that, might be used with arbitrarily complex

25

'-and integrelateg pontent. There are; however, some kinds'of content. which
,-- I P ;r .

--= !'r$ sufficiently Well understOod to provide considerable 'hope in this

. regard. As described pmevidusly, research over the previous two decades

_24.4provide considerable insi9nb not only into what has sometimewbeeWcallOd,
, . ,

rule-based

4
(or "algorithmic") knowledge; but also into effective and

, \

, -efficient techniques for.assessing the knoQledge of studentsandfor

b ;

providing remedial instruction. In pia regard it shdulci be emphasized

that many topics traditionally taught in schools can be reduced'to rule,
op

olalgorithmic terms. familiar arithmetic algorithms provide aK

Standard but hardly exhaustive illuStration. Moit manipulations of

concrete objects, as well. as' grammar (adding "ing".to words), for eXample,

I
- lend themselves readily to this type of analysis.

In spite of the relative complexity of cognitive-based aevelopaent
-

systems, the advantages of such methods would have a number of important

conSequences.- In.contrast with fixed-content authoiing systems* such as

have.teen descrited'aboVe?content would be ThItimately 'tied to the

underlying cognitive. processes needed for-mastery. N In.this case;: rather

than having to prepare all instructian,s,'questions* answers indtleedback-
,

,
,

imadVance, i0s.possibleto envisage CBIsystems in whiciodarection6

questions and other'instructinal content are generated by the computer Co

the "fly" so to speik, as it is neede by the student.. Lh the same way;.

diagnostic testing and instructional remediaticn would foilow, naturally'

from analysis of the underlying ,cognitive requirements of the_tontent.in

the manner outlined above.
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The simpi).est examples7-of.this type of CBI System, undoubtedly involve

e.;_simiae drill aneprattice. Such-systems currently are available from a

It- number of caner ci.al publishers.

A more general and ambitious CBI system of this sort is the general

purpote RuleTutor. Scandura,1982): This system takes as input a

carcuter aided version of the'rule or rules li.e., cognitive processes)

...-
needed to solve the class of tasks at hand. Mien this code is combined

with the general purpote RuleTutor code, the result is a rather

sophisticated diagnostic and tutorial instructional system for teaching

and testing the associated content. Given the rule code, the RuleTutor

generates problems as needed, presents th to the student, grades' them

0
and automatically presentethe needed information.

As it stands, 'the RuleTutor lacks one major-requirement for a full

fledged canputerized authoring system. %bile the RuleTutor- provides a

signific4nt degree of generalized instructional intelligence*, it does not

eliminate the need for programming. In particulate, what is needed is the

equivalent of a computerized technology (method) for structural (cognitive

tasks) analysis. And, as noted above, while recent progress has been,made

in this direction, the level of research effort required to bring such

technology toefruition at present largely(Precludes such development in a 4

commercial context.

Vlore generally, in spite of these positive uses of instructional

'?*

,-

systeMs designftoth real did potential, considerably more attention in

future; basic research must be given to tbdynamic, and high:ix-interactive
i vt,ir

nature of CBI systeps. The fundamental nature of such interaction, and

27
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_
its relationships to cognitive learning, need to be better understood if

we are to realize the full potential of instructional systems design in

.."1. CBI devel t.

1'
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V. THE USE OF TECaNDLOGY IN INSTRUCTION

The technologies used to promote learning in schools range from the

printed page, blackboards, overhead projectors, etc., on the one.hand,

and on the other, to television and other electronic forms of

communications and computerb. The main thing all of these'technologies

have in common is that they can be used either well or. badly. Their ,

effectiveness in piomoting learning depends far more on the viability of

the content and on the way the technologies are used, in most cases, than

on the' technologies themselves. This fact has been demonstatednumerous

times in educational research by the lack of reliable effects attributable

to particular technologies (or tO instuctional nethods per se, e.g.,

Scandura, 1964).

The present analysis is concerted exclusively with the advantages an!,

limitations of interactive technologiegt,in edUcatiOn, most especially with

those involving the use of computers ,Interactive technologies by
.

definition involve iwo -way communication as is the case with "live"

instruction (and instruction byomeans of tele-communications). Until'the

advent of computers, with the exception of outmoded mechanical teaching

machines, essentially all nonhuman uses of technology for instructional

purposes involved oneway`conniuni tion. Indeed, thislimitation is

p&p the primary reason that *vision has never achieved the,T:

teducaticlnal impact that was once forecast.

At the present time, the computer has three major but quite
.

distinctive roles to play in instruction: (a) as an object to, be

29
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understood both hi relationship to the circumstances and society in which

we live and as useful means (dven.coMbined with appropriate software) for

=4-getting things done more efficiently, {b) as an object of study in its owo

right, as knowledge and skills to be mastered aid (c) as a means ot

assisting the learning process.

Regarding the first role, computers are certain to have progressive

ana far reaching effects on future society. Developments have reached the

i
Point where every child must achieve some degree of computer literacy, if

nothing else but to understand what is happeningAn the world arouno him

or her. Since most educators feel this need personally, considerable

'attention is being devoted to this problem and little pore will be said

here.

The second major role for computers in edUcation is sometimes equated

with the first but, is sufficiently different to' warrant 4separate

ConsideratiOn. The emphasis tn this case is on the computer itselt. This

includes learning how computers operate'and developing the knowledge and

skills necessary for getting computers to-dO what one wants (e.g.,

learning to program). Just as students should become as verbally. and

mathematically literate as possible, few educators would deny the need for
mt.

today' youth to get as much training in theOe areas as they can

reasonably absorb.

'Some proponents of computer training, however, go considerably beyond
A

these admirable . This view seems to ,be especially widespread among

proponents of the see progomming language' (e.g., Papert, 1980). In

general, these individuals view learning in a manner'analogous to the long

30
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discredited "mental discipline" view that dominated educational thinking

(N.)
: around the turn of the century. To wit: By learning to program, a person .

.. ,
,

..;...-tt develops such skills as learning how ito learn and how to create. As it
,---

has been put, they "learn how to control the computer instead of being

controlled
4

It is ,.undoubtedly true that studerits who learn how to

program may learn (ih varyingdegreesrgeneral, higher level skills in the

process. But,1learning tb prograffils hardly unique in this respect.

Higher level skills are a potentially natural outgrowth of any

well signed 'learning experience (e.g., see ScandUra, 1971,Thapter 1).

Learning to program is a. valuable skill and should be'taught in

schools. It would be a mistake, howevervto think that leirningJJOGD, for

example, is a viable,substitute for, learning mathematics or any other

subject matter as has sometimes been claimed (e.g., Papert, 1980). To be-

sure, schools need to put as much emphasis as possible on acquiring

learning skills, but this should be done in a variety of content areas,

not just in learning to program. As statd-by Professor Robert Tennyson

of the University of Minnesota (personal communication) "LOGO at best

deals with processes -- but without a knowledge base, processes are

limited in utility."

Just as with the new:math of the 1960's, perhaps the greatest

limitation of the LOGO movement is that its effects rennin undocumented

.despite minima of- dollars of federal.money used to support its

development: To use the new mathematics as'an analogy,- it is not unlikely

that over eTphasis or.i, LOGO as a means.of.achieving more generalized

educational objectives could result in the equivalent of learning'the
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language of mathematics "sets ". °relations°. "functions! and even

theorem proving) with correspondingly lesser abilities in using

sethematics to solve problems. The moral of the story, as alWays. is all'

things in proper proportion.

The third major role computers can play in promoting school learning

is in CBI. As mentioned aboye, previous attewts to introduce CBI ona'

large scale were-largely unsuccessful. The use of time sharing systems in
is

which one central compdter was connected to a mumberof tetminals.

typically offered variable response times and. for the'bOst,part, limited

graphic capabilities.

In plait because of these hardware limitations, the ful

early applicaticns of CSI tended toward drill and pcactice although

6
some of the larger. better)finiAced (but.ccomereialli unprofitable)

I
applications, such as Control Data's PLOD (which includes sophisticated:

ia-phics) featured tutorial cm systems as well.

The variety ofcomputerized educational syste0s which exist today

largely defy t categorization. Nonetheleas, contemporary (I software

systems tend to fall into one (or more) of three nonexclusive categories:

'drill ancl practice,,tutorial systems, and simulatichs and educational,

modelling. Drill and practice refers to those-9BI systems which are

designed *inertly to exert se previously learned skills. In arithmetic.

for example, good drill and practice CBI systems attempt to build on

student familiarity with concutatianal algorithms, providing practice
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which leads to higher levels of skill (i.e., to faster more accurate

performance). Drill /And practice systems have,been developed-for a wide
. .

variety of topics, ranging fran enhancing typing skills to expanding

foreign language vocabulary. Generally speaking, today's loW cost

.microcomputers provide a.highly cost-effective means for developing 'and. .

delivering drill and practice CBI;, a fact w ch has ,not gone unnoticed by

1 -

/educational publishers.

:As the label implies, tutorial CBI systems are designed to teach-new

information as well as to excercise previously available knowledge.

Building on the previous illustiaticd, for. example, a tutorial CBL system

in arithmetic night explicitly introduce a student to the computaticnal

ilgoiithms, rather than just exercise previously acquired algorithm

Tutorial systems Can .be envisaged in almost every conceivable area,

ft

ranging from teaching basic concepts and principles (e.g.; rules) to

teaching complex, highly interrelated bodies of content'. -Generally

speaking, to classified as:a tutorial system, the information taugtit

must involve more than simply learning new facts (e.g.dis in learning new "

vocabulary). Titie latter r-generally can be learnedty simple drill and -

practice.

The simulation and educaticnal modelling category is less well

defined becapse the available CBI systems, which might be so:classified,

range, from serious educaticn,to pure amusement. One could argue that

(
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every well designed CBI system has some educational value 77 even PACMAN

probably has some redeeming features. The relevant educaticnal-questi6n,

2f4it.as always, is the value of what is learned when judged in terms of

\time spent, and particularly whether all or some of that time might be

r

,better spent on other activities.

Unlike tutorials, which tend ( need not) emphasize'instruction by

verbal Mans,- simulations emphasize (instruction by illustration. In'the

simplest cases, for example; a simulation might consist of littikmore
;

than an animated visual illustration showing, say, how ananternal-

ccubustion'engine operates. .,

This type of simulation, of,coursepulight just as well be

accomplished by film or/a mechanical modelling devise. As with all CBI

applirtions, simulations must be interactive if they are to fully utilize

E5

the ilities of the computer. .

this same vein, educational Modelling may range from the trivial

to highly interactive models

.latter category, for e
7

and Bork-anehis associates at Irvine (1962) have developed ,a number of

ingenious eBI sy ems which model significant segments of science (e.g.,

mechanics). systems are highly interactive and are designed po that

a serious educational message.'.In the

Howe (1982) and his associates at Edinburg

the student learns (or discovers) scientific laws governing the domainsin

, question as hi or she interacts with the systems,

To summarize, all three kinds of application have a valuable role. to
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paay in instruction. Drill and practice is best where students need a

high level of skill in a .ell defined area. igutoriel Systems arebest
,

where what. Must be learned is clearly defined and where learning should be

as efficient as possible. Simulations and educational modeling are best

where the dedired learning is more diffuse_and/or less clearly defined.

-In this type of situation. one wants to Introduce studeilts to as wide a

variety of related situaticnp as is feasible in the hope thatthey will

acquire a significant portion of what might be known.

35
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VI . ectiansIONS ArE RECOMMEND/Mat

Unlike Many other countries utere the federalliovernment determines

educatinal policy, state and local governments in thelinited btateE,

traditionally have beer: responsible for the implementation of school

curricula. Indeed, the rate at which educational technology, particularly

in the form of micrOcompUtcrs, is being'introduced_into schools acrces'the

'country attests to local wisdom in this respect."

As regards the federal role in instructional technology, the above

analysis clearly demcnstates the following: (a), Technology and

-particUla4y low cost micocomputers have a very definite role to play in

ed.:Cation during the 1980!s and beyond. These roles range frpm

incorporating the study of technologyAnto school curricula to the use of

logy to impiove instruction in other_areas. ,(b) Although CBI

systems have teen of variable4ality,the l le of.yeats has

witnessed rapid growth in the quality of educational softwaie. (c) While,

much remains to be done, we have learned a good deal abopt cognitive

learning and instructional processed during the past 20 years. (d), Very

littletof the software which presently is available commercially, gakes

significant use of this knowledge base.

The foregoing analysis also shows that-past patterns of federal

involvement in educational research genetally, and.educational technology
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in particular, have been less than optimil in their effectiveness.

.;. Specifically, the concentration of resources at a small number of R & D

-;---7k centers and laboratories has greatly diminishIlp research =petition and

effectively robbed the nation of badl needed intellectual resources.
.

Moreover,.reVent planhing documen% ,ts re used by the N.I.E. suggest that,Ya
While serious questions. are being raised about the lacksof research

.

ccupetitico, the concert of R & D centers per se could still be

T

sacrosanct. If so, this could be a serious mistake. ,Given rapidly

increasing internaticoal competition from Jaren and elsewhere as well as
I

very real constraints on the federal buclget, it seems imperat ye that the

f role of 'the federal ,government in educational technology be reevaluated

"
without preconditions.

!Mese observations lead to the folloWing reccd emndations:

(1) Experience shows that ammercially viable, large. scale

. .

develcOMent efforts in educational` technology day'far more efficiently be

aled by the privatesector. In.the present.viewrgoverpment at all

-leVels,specifiCally inclbding thej114...E. labs and centers, Should

graduhlly_withdrawfrom such efforts almost completely; hhatever saVihgp \

. accrue at the federal level from such changes in emPipis'should be

. r n.... .4'.'"
,.f.,TP4141.0q#011 tobasic:iresearCh in4nstructignal techriOlodjy",.and to the

... .
. _ . . _ ._

of k4IdvahcedLtiototypes. )he.results of such efforts should
., .

. . , a

provide th0 "seed corn", -from which the.:private:. sector in the U.S.A.p might

draw.
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(2) Although the long term, payoff of'basic research has teen Proven

- time and time ag ain (as described herein-in the case of edUcational

kz_technology)!_ the results typically obtained are sufficiently general and-

the immediate payoffe:age2so;unprediCtatae in any 12'tecific caselthat it
... .. ..

, .

would be"infeasib&e, and rarely cost effective, to expect. significant

direct Support-for this -type of effort from the prifra e sector' or from

?:q

statesuand local governments.

,

to federal goverment, therefore, should calcentritejts efforts in

educational technology cn those things that%can only or most efficiently

be done at a national 'level. In general, this means an emphasis on basic

researchOncluding relevant instrUcticnal theory, instructional systems

design, and ,the development of advanced technological prototypesand

general informational services not otherwise attainable.
lfr

(3) Since the'value of basic reseajh is primarily contingent on the

:of 'ideas rather than simply magnitude of effort, federal support
a r

1A

should be directed toward those indiOduals who propose the most promising

programmatic efforts and "who have demOnstratedthe ability to ,carry such

, , >
efforts to fruition. ._ ..

,

51pecificallwhenever feasible1,0:varietyof approaches should be

%b.

,, -,,, .., 1
...,

funded: As this analysis clearly showb, putting"allof one's eggs in one

basket is a serious mistake when it c naes to research and advanced
sf,

4,

development. A variety of smaller programmatic efforts over a perioil of 1,

time has time and time again proiten its worth over, the cyclic fadism'which

38 .
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too frequently has characteriied betiairioral research.

(4) In this regaid, because.:of the time and oftenunprodultive,effort

---q E in preparing proposal0; federal officials should give more

attention both to .m94mizing such efforts (and cprrespondingly to placing
.. . ,

more enchaiiS on "end prOducts") and.tio COst-benefitanalysis of the
,

likely benefits of bolding " open ".competitions when less than,

,exariple, 25% of therpioposeis can be funded_.::,
. .

Experience at other (non educatia*1) research agencies suggest that

.it is far more efficient, both for agencieS and proposers, for the

agencies to make preliminary ,jurigements .based on brief letter proposals

if necessary with expert opinion frawoutside the agency: More complete

propofals in such cases are only reqUested where there is a reasonably

high possibility of fUnding.i.To insure that competitive ideas are fairly

evaluated, reviewers at' levels should both be compensated' for their
..

time'efill held accountable for inaccuracies or bias in their reviews.,

;(Mininiizing bias; for example, might be accaaplished tyy-maki,ng-reviewers
. . . .

known to proposers; this pi:ace a also might provide...a useful mechanism

for clarifying misconceptions.)": Societal needs in instructionalitechnOlogy

are too important to #11oif form to stand in the way of substance.

(5) ReanniendatIcitis (3) and (4) implicitly assume that the Congress

\ will recognize both the. very real needs in instrugtional technology and

the problems which have. arisen as a result of noncaapetitive funding'of,

the centers and laboratories. It also, assumes that the Congress

39



be

140. reassign moneys currently mandated to centers and °laboratories,

halcing.them available ioi free and open'darcetition. (Inr'thie regard,. it
. . ..

i must be emphasized :that the .total amount .of fer*ra 1 money allOcztthd for .:
.., .

research in educational technology is distressingly small when odic:oared
.4

Wit:hthst provided by the Japanese and many European is
apparent,,both to tiiis reviewer and to everyone who has: reviewed or.

4.

otherwise -reacted to. thi0 resort that research funds should be increased .'
I

to the extent that43.d9eWy conditions will. allow. ..:4)4e*i'few areas
.

that could have rii)re'opearing on the futlife.'COmpetitiVeness of American

society in a technologicalyorld.)

in the'abEience of-Congressicnal reallocation (of the mandathd center'

and laboratorK funds) , the definition of what, constitutes a Center or .Q

laboratory should be modified so as to plice'theeitchasig ,on
)tcornpetitive.progrannatic efforts by independent researchers and,tbeir

associates. In this context,' far examae, it could be a serious-mistake,,

to start new center or laboratory in eduCat).cnat.technology not
40

'because more picigrarmatic efforts in this sreS"'Sre ndt' (badly) needed. It,

would: be a mistake because such a center would inevitably end up domi.nated

by one Or.:at 'most two Or..three themes to the exclusion of otherwise

equally cOricetitive ideas.

A better way would be to ft.tid a variety of osnalierts coupeting
.... .

programmatic efforts by leading .investigatora under center or laboratory ,
ct. ,

auspices. These leading investigators woulta normally be scattered at

< ,

0



-various locations throughout.the country. Rarely are the best -people at

"leyinstitution.*
-=7.

4.

.Itlriternal center /laboratory communication would not.'be'a
case because of the scientifically competitive

nature of the 'respective. efforts. Periodic scientific meetings
and modern' telecxxounicaticos would tend to minimize
unprodictive pelitical activity and be Mere than adequate for
scientific exchange.. Evaluaticn'a the various, programmatic
efforts within such a center might, best be accorplished by
independent and'philosophically balanced teams of experts frein
"outside the system.".

o r
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Bork, A. public'understanding.of science via computers. Paper given
at AERA, 1982.

Self. descriptive.

BrownI.J.S. A process model for a generative theory of bugs. Xerox Palo
Alto Research Center, 1980. .

Describes computer models for identifying sauces of dhildrens
errors.

Chang, C.,,;.and Lee, R. Symbolic logic and mechanical theorem proving.
New York: Academic Press, 1973, 24-231.

An advanced text dealing with mathematical, foundations upon
utidh instructional theory has drawn.

Cordes, C. Search goes on fot 'best' ways to learn science. APA Monitoti
April, 1983. ,

Refers to purportedly new problems and scientific advances.

Crowder, N.A. Automatic tutoring by means of intrinsic programing.
In E.H. Milanter (ed.), Automatic Teaching: The state of the art.
New York: Wiley, 1959, 109,116.

An qarly discussion of teaching machines.

Durnin, J.H. and Scandura, J.M. An algorithmic approach to assessing
behavior potential: Comparison with item forms and hierarchical
analysis. Journal of Educational Psychology, 1973, 65, 262-272.

Describes a theory of diagnostic (criterion referenced) testing
togethermith supporting empirical data.

Farley, F. 1980 Editorial on NIE priorities. Educational Researcher,
', 1981.

A criticism of NIE priorities.

Gager. N.L. Theories of teaching. In E.R. Hilgard (ed.), Theoties of
learning and education: Yearbook of National Social Studies Education,
1964.

Provides a general overview of teaching theories and their properties.

Gagne,- R.M. The acquiiition of knowledge. Psychological Review,
1962, 59, 355-365.

An early introduction to task analysis.
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Gagne, RA., and Briggs, L.J. Principles of instructional design.
New York: Holt,-Rinehart and Winston, 1974.

A widely used text in instructional design.

Gagne, R.K., Instructional psychology. Annual review of,psychol
34, 261-295.

A recent review of theory, research and development'in
instructional psychology.

Glaser, R._ Instructional psycholagy: Past, present, and.future.
American Psycologist, March, 1982, 292-305.

A recent summary of one perspective on instructional
psychology.

Hively, W., Patterson, H.L.fand Page, S. A "universe defined" sststeM of
arithmetic achievement tests; Journal of Educational Measurement,
1968, 5, 275 -290.

Describes and evaluates empirically the use oir item forms
in criterion referenced testing.
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Haws, J.A. Leaning sedondary school mathematics through programing: An
exoercise in cognitive 'engineering. Paper given at IAAP. _

congress. Edinburgh, 1982.

Describes several experimental CBI systems.

Lands, L.N. Algorithmization of learning and instruction. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.:. Educational Technology Publications, 1974.

Describes a cognitive approach tCinstructional design.

Mager, R.F. Developing attitude toward learning. Belmont, Ca.: Ftaxon,
1968.

Deals with behavioral objectives.

Melton, A.W. The science of learning and the technology of educational
, methods. Harvard Educational Review, 1959, 29, 96-106.

rrill, M.D. Synopsis of an analytic approach to instructional design.
Journal of Structural Learning, 1979, 167-171. -

--,

Self descriptive.

An early discussion ofthe relationship between the psychology of
learning and instruction.
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Merrill, P.F. Top-dawn analysis and structured programming in rule
diagnosis.. Paper given at AERA, 1982.

- Discusses relationships between programing concepts and the
structural learning approach to diagnostic testing.

&Newell, A. and Simon,,H.A. Human problem solving. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1972.

^-4

Describes a long-term effort in the computer simulation'ofhuman
thought processes. c

Novak, JO. Analysis of Concept Learning. New York: Academic Press, 1966.

Describeill conceptual approach to instruction.

Page, E. 1980 Editorial cnJaE priorities. Educational ReseaLher, 1981.

'A criticism of NIE priorities.

Papert, S. Mindstorms: Children, computers and powerful ideas. N.Y.:

Basic Books, 1990;

Describes the LOGO programming language and hypothesized relation-
ships to children's learning.

Pask, G. Conversation, cognition, and learning. Amsterdam: Elsevier,

1975.

Describes " conversation theory," a systems perspective on human

interaction.

Popham, W.J. and Baker, E.I. Planning an instructional' sequence. Englewood,
Cliffs, N.J.: FienticeHall, 1970

Based on behavioral objectives.

Resnick, L.B. Instructional mythology.. Annual review of psychology, 1981,
32, 659-704.

/-
Reviews, research in instructional psychology, ,much of it conducted at or
in conjunction with the LRDC in Pittsburg. 'Alsb proposes that
developing instructional implications of cognitive psychology is
a major "new" problem for the 1980's.

ScandUra, J.M. An analysis of expository and discovery,rabdes of

problem solving instruction. Journal of EXperimental Education,

1964, 33, 149-159.

Aseries of studies demonstrating that minor within metf differences

may have a greater effect onlearning than.differences between
methods themselves.

Scandurh J.M. Mathematics: Concrete behavioral Foundations, New
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Harper & Row, 1971, 3-61.

Text on mathematics and methods for teachers.,

Scandura, J.M. Deterministic theorizing in structural learning: Three level
of empiricism. Journal of Structural Learning, 1971, 3; 21-53.

Basic introduction to the structural learning theory and
research methodolgy.

= .

1'1

Scandura, J.M. Structural learning I: Theory and research. London/New
York: Gordon & Breach Silence Publishers, 1973.

Technical and.more,complete source on structural learning.

dr .

Scandura, J.M. The rode of higher-order rules in problen.solving. -Joyirnal
- of EXperimental Psychology, 1974,. 120, 984-991. ..*

Experiantal demonstrations of the role of higherdei,ittles.
c--

Scandura, J.M. (N5.),with contributions by Arbib,M., Corcopan, J., Domotor,
,1., Greeno, J., Lovell, K., Newell, A., RosenbadOm, P., Scandura,
J:, Shaw, R.:, Simon, H., SUppes,'P.,,Wittroak4'M., and Witze,K.

4 Structual learn II: Issties.andl apprbaOhes. jondOn/New York:

1110Gordon,& Breach ce-PubaiSherb)11976=.'7'-'

A wide variety of contributions, ervhasizintistrudt process -

theories of learning and instruction,.

Scandura, dJ.L. Structural apprOach to instructional problems. American
Psychologist, 1977, 32, 33-53, (a)

Lists and shows how a number of purportedly "new problems had
already been solved.

Scandura J.M. Problem solving: A structuralYprocess approach with
instructional implications. New York: Academic Press, 1977. (b)

a
Theory, research and methodology in problem solving, with direct
reference to individualized instruction. Also.coupares and
contrasts various lines of cognitive instructional research,

-especially in Chapter 15.

Scandura, J.A. Theoretical foundations of instruction: a systems alternativ
, to cognitive psychology, Journal of structural learning, 1980, 6,

347-393.

Self Aescriptive.

Scandura, J.M. Microcomputer-based system for authoring, diaghosip,
and instruction in algorithmic content. Educational Techno614§y,
1981, 13-19.

Self descriptive.
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Scandura, J.M. Problem solving in schools and beyond: Transitions

--= from the naive to the neophyte to the master: Educational PsycholOgist,

1981, 16, 139-150.

Describes a theory explaining the ogression froM naive to expert

learning.

SFandUra, J.M. The general purpose Rulebtor: An intelligent CBI,

system. Paper given at the American Educational Research
Association. 'New York, 1982 and other meetings.

One, of a series of talks given it national and international meetings
describing a cognitive-based CB/ development system.

-Scandura, J.M., Wulfeck, W.H.,II, Durnin, J.H. and Ehrenpreis,
Diagnosis and instuction of higher-order rules for solving.
geometry construction problems. In J.M. Scandura, Problem'Solving, New

York: Academic Press, 1977,437-458.

A structural analysis of a complex domain of mathematics.

Seigler, R.S. Issues in studying developmental change: An editorial
sumary of a coqribution by R.S. Seigler with comments by

W. Wulfeck. Jobrnal of Structural Learning, 1979, 177-179.

Self descriptive.

Tennyson, R. The Minnesota.authoring system, AERA, 1980.

Self descriptive.

WUlfeck, W.H., and Scandura, q.m. Theory of adaptive instruction with
application to sequencing in teaching problem solving; In J.M.

SCandura, Problem Solving. New York: Academic Press, 1977, 459-478.

Describes and evaluates empirically an advanCed computer-based
learning environment.
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